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Refrigeration and Air ConditioningMcGraw-Hill, 1983
This text pretends the analytical statement of the refrigeration and acondiontioning air jumps straightforward. And today, more than ever, specially in these times in which the environmental concerns are subject of first degree in every corner of the world. 

How is it possible maintain the wished equilibrium between comfort and...
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Human-Computer Interaction Fundamentals (Human Factors and Ergonomics)CRC Press, 2009
Hailed on first publication as a compendium of foundational principles and cutting-edge research, The Human-Computer Interaction Handbook has become the gold standard reference in this field. Derived from select chapters of this groundbreaking and authoritative resource, Human-Computer Interaction Fundamentals emphasizes...
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The Mac Hacker's HandbookJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
As more and more vulnerabilities are found in the Mac OS X (Leopard) operating system, security researchers are realizing the importance of developing proof-of-concept exploits for those vulnerabilities. This unique tome is the first book to uncover the flaws in the Mac OS X operating system—and how to deal with them. Written by two white hat...
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Modern Mathematics in the Light of the Fields MedalAK Peter, 1998
Examines the evolution of certain areas of modern mathematics by recounting the past winners of the international Fields Medal, the - Nobel Prize - of mathematics.  Paper.  DLC: Mathematics - History 20th century.      

This little book is extraordinary in at least three ways. First, it contains in only 150 pages a synopsis of the whole...
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Web 2.0 Architectures: What entrepreneurs and information architects need to knowO'Reilly, 2009

	Web 2.0 is more pervasive than ever, with business analysts and technologists struggling to comprehend the opportunity it represents. But what exactly is Web 2.0 -- a marketing term or technical reality? This fascinating book finally puts substance behind the phenomenon by identifying the core patterns of Web 2.0, and by introducing an...
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Informatics: 10 Years Back. 10 Years Ahead (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2001
From August 27 to 31, 2000, the International Conference and Research Center for Computer Science in Schloss Dagstuhl, Dagstuhl for short, celebrated its 10th anniversary. Since its founding in 1990, the objective of the Center has been to promote world-class research in computer science, support leading-edge continuing education, and promote the...
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Best Practice in Labour and Delivery (Cambridge Medicine)Cambridge University Press, 2009
An understanding of when and how to intervene is the key to good obstetric care. This textbook is an encompassing reference covering all the essential information relating to childbirth; it offers clear practical guidance on all aspects of labour and delivery. Written by well-known leading experts, each chapter offers a modern authoritative...
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Coping with Interference in Wireless Networks (Signals and Communication Technology)Springer, 2010

	Unlike wired networks where transmitters have no effect on receivers other than their own, in wireless networks we are limited by interference. The traditional routing methods are not optimal any more when it comes to a wireless medium. The maximum data rate on each link depends not only on the power in that link but also on the transmitted...
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Markov Random Field Modeling in Image Analysis (Advances in Pattern Recognition)Springer, 2009

	Modeling problems in this book are addressed mainly from the computational viewpoint. The primary concerns are how to define an objective function for the optimal solution to a image analysis or computer vision problem and how to find the optimal solution. The solution is defined in an optimization sense because the perfect solution is...
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Flash Professional CS5 for Windows and Macintosh: Visual QuickStart GuidePeachpit Press, 2010

	Adobe Flash Professional CS5 is the latest version of the enormously popular web design tool. In its original incarnation, Flash gave web designers an efficient way to send artwork and animation over limitedbandwidth connections. Flash’s claim to fame was its ability to deliver vector images over the web, making download times shorter....
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Science Teaching with Moodle 2.0Packt Publishing, 2011

	Moodle is becoming increasingly popular in schools worldwide due to its ease of use and flexibility. Science is the perfect subject to benefit from the features of Moodle as students will find it the easiest to learn with the help of interactive content, rather than reading textbooks. This book will teach you how to create quizzes, start...
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Operating Systems In Depth: Design and ProgrammingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	The goal of this book is to bring together and explain current practice in operating systems.
	This includes much of what is traditionally covered in operating-system textbooks: concurrency,
	scheduling, linking and loading, storage management (both real and virtual), fi le systems,
	and security. However, I also cover issues that come up...
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